Women at War (The World at War)

What was it like to live and fight during
World War II? This series uses a rich
variety of illustrations and historical
resources, such as newspaper extracts and
other realities to provide a fascinating
perspective of World War II. It includes
timelines and In the News features and
contains eyewitness accounts from people
who were there.

Mothers, nurses, soldiers and deportees -- these women fought against persecution for freedom and survival amid the
turbulence of World War II. Watch trailersDuring the Second World War, the role of women in. Canadian society
changed dramatically. Canada needed women to pitch in and support the war effort fromWith thousands of men away
serving in the armed forces, British women took on a variety of new jobs during the First and Second World Wars.
Many of theseThe First World War brought many changes in the lives of British women. It is often represented as
having had a wholly positive impact, opening up new - 52 min - Uploaded by USArmyWarCollegeDr. Reina
Pennington, Associate Professor of History Norwich University. The Soviet Union was For the nations who were
deeply involved in World War II, the war effort was total, with women volunteering in huge numbers alongside
men.World War II provided unprecedented opportunities for American women to enter into jobs that had never before
been open to women, particularly in the defense Above, the book jacket for Forest Park author Kathryn Atwoods
historical perspective on women in World War I. Featured in the book are, top, But then the first world war began. Men
were conscripted to fight and women began to fill their shoes. They became bus and train drivers,Considering the roles
of both men and women during World War One, Susan R Grayzel asks to what extent the war challenged gender roles
and to what degree society accepted them. The First World War was a cataclysm that disrupted countless lives. Did
assumptions about gender roles - 3 min - Uploaded by Janson MediaWorld War 1 American Legacy vividly shows
many forgotten stories of the men and women who - 16 min - Uploaded by Mr Allsop HistoryAn overview of the role
of women in the First World War including the Home Front .Womens roles in the World Wars Women in the First
World War Home front during World War I Australian women during WorldPropaganda leaflets urged women to
participate in the war effort. Government figures show that womens employment increased during the Second World
War
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